Dynamic inversion is a control synthesis technique in which the inherent dynamics of a dynamical system are canceled out and replaced by desired dynamics, selected by the designer. The output of such an inner-loop controller is the control input, which produces the desired closed-loop response. The desired dynamics essentially form a loopshaping compensator that affects the closed-loop response of the entire system. This paper attempts to quantify the effect of different forms of desired dynamics on the closed-loop performance and robustness of a dynamicinversion ight controller for reentry vehicles. Proportional, proportional-integral, ying-quality,and ride-quality forms of desired dynamics are evaluated using time-domain speci cations, robustness requirements on singular values, quadratic cost, and a passenger ride comfort index. Longitudinal controllers are synthesized for a generic X-38 type crew return vehicle, using a set of linear models at subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic ight conditions. For the candidate forms of desired dynamics and inversion controller structures evaluated here, results indicate that the form used impacts closed-loop performance and robustness and more so for some inversion controller structures more than others. The ride-quality dynamics used with a two-loop angle-of-attack inversion controller provide the best overall system performance, in terms of both time-domain and frequency-domain speci cations, and the evaluation criteria.
Introduction

R
EENTRY vehicles must operate over a broad ight envelope, spanning hypersonic ight to subsonic ight to landing. The aerodynamic characteristics within this envelope vary widely. A controller based on classical control methodologies, 1;2 such as root locus design, would require synthesis of many different designs at selected operating points along the ight path. These classical methodologies can be time consuming, thereby increasing both design time and cost during control system development.Additionally, gains need to be scheduledacross the ight envelope.In contrast,dynamic inversion is a candidate methodology that seeks to eliminate gain scheduling through the inversion and cancellation of the inherent dynamics, by replacement with a set of user-selected desired dynamics. The need to gain schedule is thus reduced through the use of a high-delity, onboardaircraftmodel. For these reasons dynamic inversion is a promising candidate control design methodology aircraft with extensive ight envelopes, like reentry vehicles.
Within the last decade dynamic inversion has become a popular methodology for aircraft ight controller design. Much of the literature has applied this design methodology to both the longitudinal and lateral/directionalaxes of high-performanceaircraft, such as the F-117A, 3 the F-18 HARV, 4 and other modi ed versions of the F-18 and the F-16. 6 Dynamic inversionis similar to model-followingcontrol, in that both methodologies invert dynamical equations of the plant. 7 Whereas model-followingcontrol speci es the desired plant behavior with an internal model to be followed, dynamic inversion speci es the desired plant behavior explicitly by specifying the rate of the desired state, or of the controlled variable (CV), a weighted function of the desired states, and not the state itself. A block diagram representation of the general dynamic inversion process is shown in Fig. 1 . The output of the dynamic-inversion block is the control input required to achieve the desired vehicle response.
For the case of perfect cancellation, the desired dynamics are exactly the new dynamics of the system. However, most practical applicationscontain uncertaintiesthat prevent a perfect cancellation of the inherent dynamics. Additionally, because different types of desired dynamics will respond differently to uncertainties it is important that the desired dynamics be robust. Three different forms of desired dynamics have seen use in aircraft applications.Representative examples include a proportionalform used by Smith and Berry for a Harrier 8 ; a proportionalplus integral form used by Colgren and Enns for an F-117A, 3 Enns et al. for the F-18 HARV, 4 and Adams and Banda for an F-16 6 ; and a form based upon ying qualities used by Ostroff and Bacon for a generic high-performance ghter 9 and Brinker and Wise for a prototype aircraft. 10 Rationale for selecting the form of desired dynamics are discussed brie y in Ref. 11 , and Fer and Enns detail an approach in Ref. 12 for selectinggains for the proportional form of desired dynamics. A fourth-candidateform of desired dynamics is a form based on desired passenger-ride-qualit y dynamics.
This paper investigates the following forms of candidate desired dynamics: 1) proportional dynamics, 2) proportional plus integral dynamics, 3) dynamics satisfying a desired level of ying quality, and 4) dynamics corresponding to passenger ride quality. It evaluates them in terms of performance, robustness,a quadratic cost, and a passenger-ridecomfort index. The basic form of a dynamic inversion control law is developed, and the extension to a two-timescale approach is brie y discussed. The dynamic-inversionmethodology and the desired dynamics investigation are illustrated with a longitudinal design example based on linear models of a generic X-38 type reentry vehicle. Closed-loop system performance is evaluated in terms of time-domain performance speci cations and in terms of singular values in the frequency domain. The responses of each set of desired dynamics are compared to each other in terms of the design speci cations, a user-speci ed quadratic cost function, and a passenger-ride-qualit y comfort rating index.
Dynamic Inversion
Dynamic inversion is a control design methodology that uses a feedback signal to cancel inherent dynamics and simultaneously achieve a speci ed desired dynamic response. 13 Consider a general time-invariantnonlinearsystem modeledby the ordinarydifferential equations with state vector x 2 R n and control vector u 2 R m and n is the number of states and m is the number of controls. If the system is af ne in the controls, then solving explicitly for the control vector yields
The only requirement for Eq. (3) to be an admissible control law is that g.x/ ¡1 must exist for all admissible values of x. Because g.x/ is generally not full rank for differentiallynon at systems, that is, systems in which there are more states than control inputs, the number of states that can be inverted must be less than or equal to the number of control inputs available. This can often be overcome by combining several states into the controlled variable or using a pseudoinverse. Replacement of the inherent dynamics with the desired dynamics results in the control that will produce the desired dynamics:
For example, if it is desired to control the short period mode of an aircraft, angle of attack ® and body-axis pitch rate q are selected as the controlled states. If desired, normal load factor can be used in place of angle-of-attack.For the pitch-rate controlled state inverting the pitch acceleration dynamics leads to the form of Eq. (4), which yields a control law for the required elevon de ection ± e;cmd :
where M ® , M q , M ±e are the dimensional pitching-moment derivatives causedby perturbationsin angle of attack,pitch rate, and elevon de ection, respectively. Provided M ±e is invertible, this control law implies that P q´P q des so that the system now has the desiredpitch-rate dynamics.
Even if g.x/ is of full rank, problems can arise if its magnitude is small because inversion can produce large control inputs. A two-timescale method has been developed and applied in previous research to work around such a problem. 10;14 In this method the control surface is used to generate the pitch-rate dynamics P q directly. The resulting pitch rate is then used to control P ®. Figure 2 illustrates this approach in which two dynamic-inversion loops are present: a fast inner-loop inversion for commanding rotational-rate variables, such as q, and a slow outer-loop inversion for commanding rotational variables, such as ®. The multiple timescale method seeks to reformulate the original differentialequation of Eq. (1) into a set of two separate differential equations: a set of slow dynamics P x and a set of fast dynamics P y:
Substituting for the linear aircraft dynamics represented as P x D Ax C Bu yields a set of slow dynamic equations for the rotational variablesand a set of fast dynamicequationsfor the rotationalrate variables. The rate variables now form the input for the slow dynamics, while the actual control surface commands form the inputs for the rate dynamics. Inverting the slow and fast differential equations yields the two dynamic-inversion control laws for the outer dynamic inversion loop and inner dynamic inversion loop, whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . A full and detailed derivation of these equations is contained in Ref. 15 . Several observations can be made from these dynamic-inversion control law equations. Only the short-period aerodynamic terms are present in both sets of slow and fast dynamics, and the control effectiveness of the elevon in in uencing angle of attack Z ±e =U 0 is not present in the inversion matrix and has been eliminated altogether from these two sets of equations. Therefore, only the control input matrix terms for the rate dynamics have been kept. This is bene cial because the control surfaces typically are more effective on the rate variables than on the position variables.
In theory, if the modeling of the plant dynamics is perfect an exact cancellation is achieved. However, in practice the system plant cannot be modeled exactly, thereby preventingan exact replacement of the inherent plant dynamics with the desired dynamics. Consequently, the cancellation caused by dynamic inversion introduces errors or uncertainties into the system, such as unmodeled actuator and sensor dynamics, and/or errors in both of these components. Good disturbance rejection and low sensitivity are desirable features of all controllers, which dynamic inversion alone might not guarantee. If needed, a robust outer-loop controller can be synthesized around the dynamic-inversion inner loop to achieve desired levels of robustness. 16 A pole-placementfeedbackcompensatorwas selected for the examples in this paper because it is straightforward to use and possesses desirable stability and robustness properties.
Desired Dynamics
Different forms of desired dynamics will respond differently when subjected to the same uncertainties. It is therefore important to select the form of desired dynamics that will satisfy speci ed performance and robustness requirements.An important consideration in selecting these dynamics is that they must be achievable, given the limitations of the vehicle's effectors. 9 If the desired dynamics require the system to generate more forces and moments than the effectors are capable of producing, then the effectors might saturate. The nal closed-loop response is found according to the block diagram shown in Fig. 3 . The integrator to the right of the desired dynamics is used to approximate the rest of the system dynamics, which includes such elements as actuator dynamics, dynamic inversion, airplane dynamics, and sensors. 11 The proportional form of desired dynamics for a given CV is
The constant K ! ampli es the error between the CV command and its feedback term. A block diagram representation of the proportional dynamicis shown in Fig. 4a . The closed-looptransferfunction shown in Eq. (9) places a single pole at s D ¡K ! :
The proportional-integral(PI) form of desired dynamics has the form
with closed-loop transfer function
which places a pole at s D ¡0:5K B for any real constant K B . In essence, it compensatesfor both the CV and the CV rate. The blockdiagram representation for the proportional plus integral dynamics is shown in Fig. 4b . For aircraft applicationsdesired dynamics can also be speci ed in terms of ying-quality levels. Reference 17 contains ying-quality speci cations according to vehicle class and mission type, from which proper time-domain characteristics (frequency, damping ratio, time constant) corresponding to a desired ying-quality level can be selected. These characteristicscan be translated directly into values for gains and pole locations. The ying-quality desired dynamics, shown in Fig. 4c , can be represented as
where b D 2 des ! n;des and c D ! 2 n;des ¡ K fq for the desired damping, & des , and naturalfrequency! n;des . Both the gain K fq and zero location a are real constant values. The closed-loop transfer function for the ying-quality dynamics is given by
These dynamics place three closed-loop poles and add a zero to the system. The ride-quality desired dynamics, shown in Fig. 4d , are given by The closed-loop transfer function for the ride quality is 
The ride-quality dynamics are designed by rst selecting a value of damping ratio and a value of CAP that lie within the level I box in Fig. 5 . With this CAP value and a value for gust induced load factor n ® ,
where the numerator is the product of airplane lift-curve slope and dynamic pressure and the denominatoris the wing loading of the aircraft. Equation (16) is then used to solve for the correspondingvalue of frequency. With the frequency and damping ratio now speci ed, the gain and pole locations can be determined.
Pole Placement
An eigenstructure-assignment, or pole-placement,method can be used to nd the gains required to achieve a speci ed set of closedloop eigenvalues, or poles. It is essentially an inverse eigenvalue problem, 18 and because of its simple gain feedback compensation this technique will not mask the effect of the desired dynamics on the dynamic-inversioncontrollers presented here. For multivariable control systems pole assignment by state feedback is generally an underdeterminedproblem, in that for controllable systems an in nity of gain matrices exist for a given set of eigenvalue locations. 19 For a linear time-invariant system P x D Ax C Bu, the following state-feedback control is used to modify the eigenvalues of the system:
where G is the feedback gain matrix. In the pole-placementmethod the followingassumptionsare made: full-statefeedback,the pair ( A, B) is controllable,and B is of full rank. Provided these assumptions hold, the closed-loop system dynamics are now
Equations (20) and (21) show the corresponding eigenvalue problems
.
where ' i and Ã i are the right and left eigenvectorsrespectively,corresponding to the eigenvalue¸i . The eigenvectors are then scaled according to '
where ¤ is the conjugate transpose. The parameter vector h i 2 < m is now introduced and dened in Eq. (22):
The eigenvalue problems can then be rewritten as a generalized Lyapunov equation known as Sylvester's equation: 
The feedbackmatrix G is obtainedby assigninglinearlyindependent eigenvectors, corresponding to the required eigenvalues, such that the matrix of eigenvectorsis as well conditionedas possible. 18 Many approachesexist to nding such well-conditionedeigenvectors,and each method differs in the selection of criteria that determines the closed-loop eigenvectors. It is also desirable for the closed-loop eigenvectors to be orthogonal in order to minimize the sensitivity of the eigenvalue placement to model errors. The assigned poles are then as insensitiveto perturbationsin the system and gain matricesas possible,and the resultingfeedbackmatrix is as reasonablybounded as can be expected. In addition, the lower bound on the stability margin is maximized. 18 In cases where well-conditioned solutions are expected, near optimal results are obtained.
Generic Reentry Vehicle Model
The set of candidate desired dynamics is evaluated using linear models of a generic reentry vehicle based on the X-38 (Fig. 6 ). The con guration has two sets of control surfaces: a pair of elevon control surfaces for pitch and roll control and a pair of rudders for yaw control (Fig. 7) . The actuators for each control effector 
Starting with the four-state parametric longitudinal linear model shown in the Appendix, it is desired to control the short-period mode using angle of attack and pitch rate. Applying the short-period approximation, only the terms in the model correspondingto angle of attack and pitch rate are retained, and the standard assumption of M P ® and Z ±e equal to zero is also applied. These assumptions result in the linearized equations of motion for pitch acceleration and angle-of-attack rate, respectively:
In this model sensor dynamics are neglected, and the measurement error in the feedback states ® and q are assumed to be zero. The short-period mode cannot be completely replaced because there is only one longitudinal control effector, and thus only one longitudinal state can be directly inverted. To proceed, a single fast dynamic-inversionloop is used for inverting the pitch-rate dynamics, and a two-timescale approach is applied in the inversion of angle-of-attack dynamics. The elevon input that cancels the inherent pitch-ratedynamicsand producesthe desired pitch-rateresponse is shown in Eq. (27). Because a two-timescale approach is used to invert the angle-of-attackdynamics, two dynamic-inversioncontrol laws must be implemented, each requiring a set of desired dynamics. Equation (28) shows the pitch-rate command generated by the slow outer-loop inversion, and Eq. (27) shows the elevon command, generatedby the fast inner loop, required to produce a desired angleof-attack response. Both control laws require both angle-of-attack and pitch-rate feedback, which is full-state feedback for the shortperiod approximation:
The form of the desired dynamics selected for the controlled variable, pitch rate in Eq. (27), and angle of attack in Eq. (28) is left to the designer. The numerical examples that follow use the candidate forms of desired dynamics discussed earlier for the controlled variable.
Numerical Examples Method and Scope
The four different forms of desired dynamics discussed in the paper are analyzed for two types of inversion test cases: a pitchrate case using Eq. (27) and an angle-of-attack case using Eq. (28), both corresponding to a transonic ight condition. Gains are tuned as needed to simultaneously satisfy both the time-and frequencydomain requirements presented in the next section. The most promising form of desired dynamics from each test case is then evaluated anew for a range of Mach numbers corresponding to the subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic ight conditions shown in the Appendix. Although the hypersonic ight condition is on the low-hypersonic/high-supersonicrange, it is representativeof higher Mach numbers because the model parameters change little up to the higher Mach numbers, where the vehicle is still in completely aerodynamically controlled ight. Table 1 summarizes the desired dynamics forms selected for the pitch-rate cases and the angle-ofattack cases. Each set of dynamics acts on the error between the CV command and its feedback term. The proportional, PI, and yingqualities desired dynamics are selected to satisfy the frequency and damping ratio speci cations presented in the next section, whereas the ride-qualities dynamics are selected as already described, using the CAP value and damping ratio shown in Fig. 5 . For the twotimescale approach in the angle-of-attack cases, the fast inner loop was designed using the responses from initial condition inputs on pitch rate. The outer loop was then designed using pole placement to generate gains for the feedback path. All simulations are performed in MATLAB's ® Simulink environment, using a parametric full-state longitudinal state-space linear model, for the subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic ight conditions shown in the Appendix.
Besides the speci cations introduced in the next section, two numeric indices are used as quantitative aids for evaluating performance. The quadratic cost function of Eq. (29) is used to generate a scalar value, or cost, of the performance of each controller in terms of the four longitudinal states and the elevon control:
The weighting matrices Q and R are selected by the designer, according to the objective of the test case. Because the phugoid mode is of little importance here, the velocity and pitch attitude states are weighted less than the short-period states. For the pitch-rate cases it is desired to weight pitch rate more heavily than angle of attack and vice versa for the angle-of-attack cases. Thus state weights Q D diag.0:1 1 10 0:1/ are used for the pitch-rate cases, and Q D diag.0:1 10 1 0:1/ for the angle-of-attackcases; the control weight is set to R D 1 for both cases. The second numeric index is a passenger-ride comfort index from Richards et al., whose numerical value cross indexed on an associated linear scale of 1 (very comfortable) to 4 (acceptable; neutral) to 7 (very uncomfortable) quanti es not only passengers' perception of the smoothness or roughness of the ride, but also the ride levels that produce motion sickness. 21 This is an importantconsiderationbecause passengerson reentry vehicles might be injured, ill, or incapacitated, which mandates that the ride be smooth and the passengers stressed as little as possible. The comfort index is empirically based upon extensive research with human subjects and has been shown an accurate indicator of passenger perceptions of ride quality and motion sickness in air vehicles 22 :
The comfort index C is dimensionless, and the rms vertical acceleration in units of g, N a z is de ned as Vertical accelerations are induced by both maneuvers and turbulence, and the rms value was calculated over the duration of the simulation run. Lower values of the comfort index indicate greater passenger ride comfort and less susceptibility to motion sickness.
Speci cations
Each test case is designedaccordingto time-domain performance speci cations and frequency-domainrobustness speci cations. The desired short-period frequency and damping ratio are selected from Mil-STD-1797A 17 to satisfy level I ying qualities for a class II vehicle during a category C ight phase: 0:35 · · 1:30 0:6 rad=s · ! n · 1:4 rad=s
The test input is a unit step, with rise time, settling time, and overshoot speci ed by the envelope in Fig. 8 , which correspondsto level I ying qualities for this vehicle. The elevon position and rate limits must remain within the bounds indicated earlier.
The robustnessanalysisis adaptedfrom Ito and Valasekin Ref. 23 , using a sigma-Bode plot of the loop gain maximum and minimum singular values over a range of input frequencies. The stability robustness and performance robustness speci cations are 1) zero steady-state error, 2) attenuation of low-frequency disturbances by a factor of 0.1, 3) linear model accurate to within 10% of actual plant for frequencies up to 2 rad/s and grows without bound at 20 dB/decade thereafter, and 4) attenuate motions in the motion sickness frequency range of 0.6 to 1.6 rad/s to alleviate passenger discomfort. 24 Reference 23 shows how to translate these requirements into boundaries on the magnitudes of the singular values at certain frequencies. For compliance, the singular values must lie between the performance boundary and stability boundary over all frequencies of interest.
Results
Results for the closed-loop inverted pitch dynamics test case are presented in Figs. 9 and 10 and Tables 2 and 3. Figure 9 shows the state and control responses for each form of desired dynamics to be smooth, well behaved,and lie within the bounds of the step response 
Ride quality p p p p envelope,thereby satisfyingthe time-domain requirements.The fast response of the proportional integral form and its correspondingly higher elevon rate is a design tradeoff between time-domain and frequency-domainrequirements. The initial gains for this form and the proportionalform easily satis ed the time-domain requirements, but required tuning to higher values to satisfy the high-frequency stability requirements (Fig. 10) . Using gain as the only compensator, it was not possible to satisfy the high-frequencystability robustness requirement for the proportional and proportional integral forms, even with tuning. Augmenting these forms with dynamic compensation might provide the desired performance, but is beyond the scope of this study. Although the resulting set of gains that satises the low-frequency requirements drives the system harder than necessary to satisfy the time-domain speci cations, elevon position and rate are within limits at all times. Considering the frequency range for motion sickness indicated in Fig. 10 , the proportional form provides the least attenuation in this range. Although it provides more attenuation, the proportional integral form does have a positive slope in the higher end of the range, like the proportional form. The ying-quality and ride-quality forms roll off throughout the motion-sickness range, thereby providing the best motionsickness alleviation. The quadratic cost and passenger-ridecomfort index values shown in Table 2 indicate that for the same step input the proportionalform and ying-qualitiesforms had the lowest and nearly equivalent quadratic costs and produced passenger ratings correspondingto somewhat comfortable, whereas the proportionalintegral and ride-qualityforms by comparison had nearly double the quadraticcosts and producedride qualitiescorrespondingto acceptable (neutral). The summary of compliance with speci cations for each form of desired dynamics is summarized in Table 3 and shows that only the ying-quality and ride-quality forms satisfy all specications. All factors considered, the ride-quality form is judged to be best overall and is used as the form to evaluate inverted pitch dynamics over a range of Mach numbers.
Results for the closed-loopinverted angle-of-attackdynamics test case are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 and Tables 4 and 5. Figure 11 shows that the ying-qualityform violates both the lower and upper boundaries of the angle-of-attackenvelope, whereas the other three forms satisfy the time-domain speci cations. With gain as the only compensator, tuning of the ying-quality gains could not satisfy the time-domain speci cations. Like the inverted pitch dynamics case, the proportional-integralform produces a rapid response with a higher initial elevon rate than the other forms, again resulting from the gain tuning required to satisfy as best as possible the frequencydomain requirements shown in the sigma-Bode plot (Fig. 12) . However, elevon position and rate limits are not exceeded. The proportional form also satis ed the time-domain speci cations, but again violated the high-frequency stability robustness bound, in spite of gain tuning. Considering the frequency range for motion sickness, Fig. 12 shows that the ying-quality and ride-quality forms roll off and attenuate motion, whereas the proportional and proportionalintegral forms do not. Interestingly, Table 4 shows that all four forms are very similar in terms of cost, in spite of the noncompliance of the ying-quality form and the rapid response of the proportionalintegral form. Each of the forms also produce a passenger rating of comfortable. Table 5 summarizes speci cation compliance for each form. Only the ride-quality form satis es all four criteria and is used as the form to evaluate inverted angle-of-attack dynamics over a range of Mach numbers. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the performance of pitch-rate and angle-of-attackcontrollers that use the ride-quality form of desired dynamics over the subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic ight conditions listed in the Appendix. The ride-quality form is used because it satis ed all speci cations and requirements for both the pitchrate and angle-of-attackcontrollers at the transonic ight condition. Note that the time histories in Figs. 13 and 14 represent perturbation states, not the total states as shown in Figs. 9 and 11. By plotting the perturbation states, the time histories are in essence "normalized" to facilitate comparison between these ight regimes and trim conditions. Figure 13 shows that although each pitch-rate response is similar the hypersonic ight condition C violates the response envelope. Figure 14 exhibits bounded and well-behaved angle-ofattack responsesthat are nearly identical in magnitude and behavior. Overall, these results would indicate that the ride-quality form is a suitablecandidateform of desireddynamicsfor the type and application of dynamic-inversioncontrollersinvestigatedin this paper, as it produces stable, bounded responses across different ight regimes.
Conclusions
Four candidate forms of desired dynamics were used to design pitch-rate and angle-of-attack dynamic inversion controllers using linearizedmodels of a generic X-38 type reentry vehicle at subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic ight conditions. Time-domain specications and robustness requirements, formulated as frequencydependent bounds on singular values, were used with a quadratic cost function and a passenger-ride comfort index to evaluate the closed-loop performance of each candidate form. For the particular candidate forms, speci cations, requirements, and evaluation criteria investigated in this paper, the following conclusions are drawn:
1) In terms of quadraticcost and passenger-ridecomfort index,the impact of the form of desired dynamics on closed-loop system performance depends upon the type of dynamic inversion being used, for example, a single dynamic-inversionloop or a two-timescale approach with two loops.The two-loop inversion(angle-of-attackcontroller) was essentially insensitive to the form of desired dynamics used, whereas the single-loop inversion (pitch-rate controller) was strongly sensitive, with the proportional and ying-quality forms producing the best performance in terms of these metrics.
2) Certain candidate forms incur signi cant design tradeoffs between robustness and time-domain performance. For example, gain tuning the proportional-integralform to satisfy low-frequency performance robustness requirements resulted in larger gains, which produced aggressive responses. Although the responses remain within time-domain speci cations, they produced larger than desired accelerations and rates, which result in higher values of quadratic cost and a less satisfactory ride comfort level. This was particularly seen for the pitch-rate controller.
3) For both controllers all four candidate forms could be tuned to satisfy the low-frequencyperformancerobustnessrequirements,but the proportional and proportional-integralforms could not be tuned to satisfy the high-frequency stability robustness requirements, using gain compensation only. The ying-quality form was the only one whose gains could not be tuned to satisfy the time-domain speci cations of both controllers.
4) All four candidate forms produced equivalent levels of passenger-ride comfort for the angle-of-attack controller, but the proportional and ying-quality forms were best in terms of ride comfort for the pitch-rate controller. Additionally, for both controllers motion-sickness alleviation was achieved by the yingquality and ride-quality forms, but not for the proportional and proportional-integral forms, particularlyin the high-frequencyband of the motion-sickness range.
5) The ride-quality form was the only one that satis ed all specications and evaluation criteria for both controllers at the transonic ight condition. When evaluatedfor both controllersover a range of subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic ight conditions,the responses were within speci cations for the angle-of-attackcontroller, but not for the pitch-rate controller. All speci cations and factors considered, ride-qualitydynamics for a two-loop angle-of-attackinversion controller provided the best overall performance.
Appendix: Generic X-38 Linear Models
State-space parametric linear model of longitudinaldynamics, as fully de ned in Ref. 25: 2 6 6 4
